The Lokey Center Distinguished Lecture Series

We are very happy to invite you to the minisymposium on genetics and biophysics of chromatin dynamics and recombination

Monday, May 15, 2017

The minisymposium will take place at the Faculty of Biology Auditorium

11:30 refreshments
12:00 first seminar:

Opening remarks:
Prof. Benjamin Podbilewicz
Faculty of Biology

Prof. Abby Dernburg
HHMI Investigator
Department of Molecular and Cell Biology
University of California, Berkeley, CA.

"A liquid crystalline compartment between meiotic chromosomes regulates genetic recombination."

13:00 lunch break
13:30 second seminar:

Opening remarks:
Prof. Nabieh Ayoub
Faculty of Biology

Prof. Gary Karpen
Biological Systems and Engineering Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Department of Molecular and Cell Biology, University of California, Berkeley, CA.

"Biophysics meets chromatin: Is heterochromatin just a phase?"